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BOMBProf is a lightweight
and easy-to-use
application that gives you
the possibility to organize
local or roaming profiles
that are saved on a
workstation or server. It
features simple options for
copying and deleting
profiles. This becomes
handy for computer



maintenance.
Nevertheless, it should
never be operated by
inexperienced users who
have no idea what they're
doing, since there's a risk
of causing computer
trouble. Manage local and
roaming profiles with this
tool The program requires
no kind of installation. As
such, it can be kept on a
USB flash drive or another



removable storage device
to be able to seamlessly
run it on any Windows
system without setup.
Make sure you have
elevation rights or it will
not be possible to use the
tool properly. As far as the
graphical interface is
concerned, BOMBProf
keeps things plain and
simple. The currently used
profiles that cannot be



deleted are automatically
detected by the app and
listed at startup. The
profiles that aren't being
used by anyone at the
moment are listed in a
separate category, where
you just have to select a
profile and click a button
to copy or delete it. Copy
or delete any profile that's
not currently being used
The utility shows



information about each
profile, such as owner,
profile size, and profile
type (roaming or local).
When it comes to the
removal process, you can
either permanently
eliminate the profiles or
send them to the trash bin
instead The main
difference is that, items
from the recycle bin can
be restored to their



original location if you
change your mind. On the
other hand, all registry
entries associated with
the deleted profiles and
profile owner will be
permanently deleted.
Buttons are also available
for selecting all profiles
and for clearing the list.
Taking everything into
account, BOMBProf
provides a simple solution



for helping your manage
local and roaming profiles.
Dedicated to system
administrators, BOMBProf
is a lightweight and easy-
to-use application that
gives you the possibility to
organize local or roaming
profiles that are saved on
a workstation or server. It
features simple options for
copying and deleting
profiles. This becomes



handy for computer
maintenance.
Nevertheless, it should
never be operated by
inexperienced users who
have no idea what they're
doing, since there's a risk
of causing computer
trouble. Manage local and
roaming profiles with this
tool The program requires
no kind of installation. As
such, it can be kept on a



USB flash drive or another
removable storage device
to be able to seamlessly
run it on any Windows
system without setup.
Make sure
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This project describes a
utility I've written to help
me manage Windows
profiles that are stored on
a network drive. This is a
light weight and portable
tool that can be run from
any Windows system.
BOMBProf is very easy to
use, allowing non
technical users to quickly
use it without too many
problems. It even supports



roaming profiles. It has a
clean and simple interface
with only two main
features: 'Copy' and
'Delete'. With the tool, you
can: - Copy profiles to a
new location. - Delete
profiles. - Delete profiles
owner. - Show registry
keys associated with
profiles. - Rename
profiles. - Back up
profiles. - Import/export



profiles. - Show currently
used profiles. - Show
profiles being used by
others. - Show all profiles.
- Show temporary profiles.
- Show recently modified
profiles. - Show recently
deleted profiles. - Show a
history of the profiles. -
Clean up user profiles. -
Unlock/lock profiles. - Set
properties for profiles. -
Create/modify/delete



profile folders. - Show
hidden profiles. - List
profiles. - Copy profiles to
a new location. - Delete
profiles. - List profiles
owner. - Show registry
keys associated with
profiles. - Show recently
modified profiles. - Show
recently deleted profiles. -
Show history of profiles. -
Clean up user profiles. -
Lock/unlock profiles. - Set



properties for profiles. -
Create/modify/delete
profile folders. - Show
hidden profiles. - List
profiles. - Show all
profiles. - Show temporary
profiles. - Show a history
of the profiles. - Show
recently modified profiles.
- Show recently deleted
profiles. - Show a full
report for every profiles. -
A Simple to use interface.



Have you ever wanted to
backup your profiles
before making a clean
install of Windows or
before changing your
Windows account
password? If you have,
then you may find
BOMBProf to be a real
time saver. Visit
www.blastopro.com for
more information.
Description: This project



describes a utility I've
written to help me
manage Windows profiles
that are stored on a
network drive. This is a
light weight and portable
tool that can be run from
any Windows system.
BOMBProf is very easy to
use, allowing non
technical users to quickly
use it without too many
problems. It even supports



roaming profiles. It has a
clean and simple interface
with only two main
features: 'Copy' and
'Delete'. With the tool, you
can: - Copy profiles to a
new location. - Delete
profiles. - Delete profiles
owner. - Show registry
keys



System Requirements:

Windows 7, Vista, or XP
(32-bit and 64-bit) Dual-
core processor, 2.0 GHz 1
GB RAM (minimum)
NVIDIA GeForce 8800,
ATI Radeon HD 2600, or
comparable graphics card
DirectX 9.0c graphics card
Installation process is
simple and as quick as it
gets. Read the Read Me



file for instructions on
installation. The game
requires an internet
connection for
multiplayer. You will be
able to play a local version
of the game in single
player offline mode.
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